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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 37

SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1900.

SECOND EDITION

communicated at once to the Chinese
government with a statement of reasons for the action of this government.
The rejection is based on the
of the Chinese government with The
Allied
to
of
the
Contrary
Philippine Commissioners Will
Agreement
the specific provisions of the declaration
Consider
a Bill for
Commanders Russians Occupied
United
States
under date of Auof the

ACIY1LSERYICEPLAH

RUSSIAN STRATAGEM

gust

a Fekiu Gate.
BR A YE STAND OF CHRISTIANS
Six Thousand of Them Held

at Bay

Twenty

Thousand Boxen for Six Weeks
Their Lives Were Spared by
General Tune.
New Yorkk, August 21. A dispatci to
the "Herald from Pekin, dated August
l"th, via Shanghai says: Contrary to
the agreement of the allied commanders the Russians advanced and occupied
the first door of the east gate early on
the morning of the 14th (Tuesday) but
failed to force the second door. At 2
o'clock In the afternoon of the 14th the
British and Americans entered the gate
near the legations after only slight resistance. The Japanese met more seri
ous opposition at the upper east gate
all day. At midnight on August 14th
they blew up the gate and entered the
city. Many Chinese were killed. The
people In the legation were well but
somewhat starved.
MADE A BRAVE FIGHT.
New York, August 21. A dispatch to
...
the Herald from Tien Tsln says: Father
de Hets, a Lazarlst missionary, arrived
heire. At a village, 40 miles northwest,
he, with 6,000 converts, held out six
weeks against 20,000 Boxers armed with
rifles and swords, who Intended blinding
or killing the whole population. Gen
eral Sung sent word that the Christians
would be spared but must disarm, and
Father de Hets must leave for the
coast. He was escorted to General Ma
at Pel Tsan and had beeta there three
days when Pel Tsan was taken.
ENTERED THE SACRED CITY.
London, August 21. The following
dispatch was received from Rear Admiral Bruce: "Taku, August 19th. The
allies are reported to have entered the
sacred city of Pekin on August 17th."
YUAN SHI KIA DEAD.
Shanghai, August 21. Yuan Shi Kla,
governor of Shan Tung is dead.
THE LATEST FROM CONGER.
Washington, Aug. 81. It is understood that this government received an
extended communication from Minister
Conger, giving much later and fuller
advices than those thus far received.
The text of the message will not be
uiado public at present. Th state department also received a dispatch from
Consul Fowler at Che Foo, but It develops technical features aud will not be
given out. It sheds no new light on the
situation at Pekin.
SUING FOR PEACE.
Paris,. August 21. The French foreign office received from Li Hung Chang
a request similar to the one addressed
to the United States government asking the appointment of Plchon, the
French minister at Pekin, or another
person, to represent France at the peace
It Is said that all the
negotiations.
powers received' like messages.
TWO VICEROYS APPEAL.
Washington, August 21. The state
department today received an appeal
from the viceroys of Nanking and Hunan asking that no personal Indignities
be shown to the emperor and empress
dowager, and renewing assurances of
friendship and promises maintaining
quiet In China If this Is observed.
It Is understood that'the powers althis question, and
ready considered
there appears to be no disposition to
give the emperor and the empress dowager affront. Earl Li Hung Chang signified his intention of leaving Shanghai
for Pekin as soon as he received the
reply of the powers to his request made
yesterday for peace.
CONGER'S STORY.
New York, August 21. Minister Conger said: "They tried to annihilate us
the day before you got In. Prince
Ching, the president of the Tsung LI
Yemen sent us word that his officers
received orders to cease firing on us,
under pain of death. If the relieving
column had not arrived when It did,
we should probably have succumbed.
lost seven marines
The Americans
killed, fifteen wounded, and one child
died. The whole movement is purely a
governmental one. The Boxers are cnly
a pretense, having no guns. The confidential adviser of the empress was the
leader of the "Imperial troops here. In
eleven days over 2,000 shells fell among
us. The American marines, under Captain Myers, held a position on the wall
throughout the siege. The Imperial
family left four days ago, for Shan Si
province. The Chinese In the Imperial
city made a stout resistance. After
shelling them, the allies succeeded in
forcing the gate, entering the city about
noon on August 16th. The American
loss In this action was the greatest.
Captain Rellly, of the fifth artillery,
was killed."
AN EFFORT TO KILL MINISTERS.
Washington, August 21. The state
department makes public the following
extracts from the cablegram received
last night from Minister Conger: ".The
United States legation, Pekin (undated)
via Che Foo, August 20th. Saved. Re
lief arrived today. It entered the city
with little trouble. Do not yet know
where the Imperial family is. Except
the deaths already reported all Amerl
cans are alive and well. A desperate
effort was made last night to extermi
nate us. Mitchell, an American soldier,
and a Russian and Japanese were
wounded, and one German killed."

12th.

MOVEMENTS OF CHINESE.
Tien Tsln, August 16. About five
thousand Chinese troops, who were re- - AQPUtfMIMlPP.VNPPni
ATI?
OUnClJUEl UF bLUElltAL U 1 10
ported to be at Sung Liu Chin, left A
today for Pel Tsang, and two thousand
more Chinese troops have gone towards
Appointments Are to Be Hade by a System
Tung Chow,
of Oivil Service Advancement Efficient
THE CHINESE FAMILY.
London, August 21. Divers paraService and Knowledge Will Be
graphs as to the movements of the ChiMade to Count.
nese imperial family continue to be
received at the treaty ports and are
thence faithfully transmitted to the
Manila, August 21. The Philippine
European capitals. Those representing commissioners, when Installed on Septhe court as having left Pekin are of tember 1st, will consider a bill for muexclusive origin. According to them, nicipal organizations. Genral Otis' mutheir majesties are well on the way to nicipal schentey as modified, Includes
Slan Fu, about 700 rffiles inland.
provisions regarding land taxation and
"ENTERED THE SACRED CITY.
a civil service bill empowering the comFighting was going on at Pekin on mission to make appointments by a
Saturday according to one report, but system of ciVIl service advancement,
according to a dispatch received by the by which It will be possible for IncumAdmiralty from Rear Admiral Bruce, bents of the lowest offices through effithe allies entered the sacred city of Pe cient service and competitive examinakin on Friday.
tions to attain positions at the heads
A LONG CAMPAIGN AHEAD.
of departments and
If the Chinese government Is at Sian
The heads of the civil departFu, there are no means of getting at ments are empowered to discharge emthem, according to military men, with- ployes for cause, but powerless to fill
out a prolonged campaign and with an vacancies except through the regular
army as large as Lord Roberts' to se path of promotion. The commission's
cure bases of communication. Advices executive sessions will be open to the
from the provincial capitals show that public.
the attitude of the southern mandarins
has been friendly since the allies
WORK OF A FIRE BUG.
reached Pekin. Some magistrates have
been Issuing proclamations command- One fireman Killed and Fire Injured at
ing the Chinese to attend to their busPeoria, 111,
iness, to avoid sedition and to acknowlPeoria, Aug. 31. One fireman is dead,
edge the Invasion of the foreigners as five are Injured and 830,000 worth of
Justified.
property was destroyed as the result of
POSITIVE CONFIRMATION.
work ot a nreuug in the tires early this
Washington, August 21. The govern
morning In the Peoria Lounge & Mat
ment received positive confirmation tress company's plant and Carroll's ice
from official Chinese sources of the de- house. Captain Barney Manning was
parture of the emperor and empress killed by falling walls.
dowager from Pekin. They went west
MORE BRYAK TALK.
ward, but the point at which they are
now located was not given.
On Thursday He Will Denounce Trusts and
FLED WITH THE TREASURE.
the Prevailing Prosperity.
Parts, August 21. The Temps' pub
Lincoln, Nebr., August 21. Bryan to
lishes a dispatch from Shanghai, dated
August 21st, saying it is reported there day completed his speech to be deli
that the dowager empress fled from Pe- vered at Topeka on Thursday In reskin with the treasure, amounting to ponse to the notification of the Populist
fifty million taels, and is surroundei by nomination. The speech Is about 4,000
words in length, and deals largely with
Japanese cavalry.
the trust question.
Bryan also conCHINESE MOBS.
siders at some length the prosperitv
Washington, August 21. The Japan contention of the
He
Republicans
ese legation has received a dispatch
as a paraagain presents
from the Japanese consul at Amoy say- mount issue and Imperialism
some
figures to
givts
ing that Chinese mobs continue their show the burdens he claims that
work of devastation In that neighbor
militarism will impose.
hood and destroyed several chapels.
-

A

-

SEVERE

YOUTSEY Oil TRIAL."""

STORM.

75 Buildings at Sheboygan
Wmcofsun
Shebogan, Wis., August 21. A caieful
review of the havoc caused by yester
day's tornado shows damage far less
than at first thought. The number of
buildings destroyed or badly damaged
Is not over 75, and the pecuniary loss
No
Is In the neighborhood of $100,000.
lives were lost. The storm originated
at Marinette, and seems to have followed the line of the Chicago & Northwestern railway down as far as Osh- kosh. There It veered east and apparently spent its force on Lake Michigan.
While thejitorm did considerable damage along its track, it was the most se
vere at this point.
PERFECT

ACCORD.

President MoKinley and Governor Boosevelt
Had an Important Conference.
Washington,
August 21. Governor
Roosevelt left for New York this morning. The president and Gov. Roosevelt
discussed various campaign policies to
gether with features of the letters of
acceptance to be made public. It is the
desire of Roosevelt to .have his utter
ances during the coming western tour
thoroughly In accord with the views of
the presidential candidate; he also de
sires to give expression to and to make
features of the Issues that the president
deems most Important. Those whoj
conversed with the governor say that
he Is full of confidence as to the re
sult of the coming election, but thinks
there should be a vigorous campaign
In order to keep the people In formed
regarding Important Issues. The governor assured the president that there is
no question about New York, notwith
standing the complications Just now
over the state ticket and the state conC
vention.

The Oourt Adjourned Until Thursday When
the Case Hay Be Continued.
Georgetown, Ky., August 21. Col, R.
W. Nelson, on behalf of Henry Youtsey,
charged with complicity In the Gocbel

murder, concluded his plea when the
court convened this morning, supporting his motion that this special venire
be dismissed and a Jury be drawn In the
regular way. Judge Cantrlll stated
that the motion for continuance had
been laid over until Thursday morning,
and it would be time to consider the
question after that is settled. The court
then adjourned.

Population of Minneapolis and St. Paul
Washington,

August

21.

office today made public

The census

the census re

turns for St. Paul and Minneapolis,
Minn.
The population of St. Paul is
163,632, an Increase over 1890 of 30.476,

or 22.89 per cent. The population
Minneapolis is 202,718, an increase
37,980, or 23.05 per cent.

of
of

Judge Mitchell Dead.
St. Louis, Mo., August 21. Former
Associate Justice William Mitchell, of
the Minnesota supreme court, died at
Alexandria suddenly of apoplexy.
Missouri Democrats Hurrahing.
Sedalla, Mo August 21. The Democratic campaign of Missouri opened
here today In the presence of nearly
forty thousand people. The parade
of clubs was followed by speech-ma- k
The principal addresses were
ing.
made by Hon. Adlal E. Stevenson, the
candidate, and A. M.
Dockery, the Democratic candidate for
governor.
Denounce Wanamaker Tactics.
August 21. The RePhiladelphia,
publican state committee Today adopted resolutions denouncing the action of
y
section of the party adthe
vocating fusion with the Democratic
party In certain legislative districts.
anti-Qua-

POPULIST

about

NO. 156

per cent in lead and 10 ounces
and being especially sought
after by the smelters on account of Its
The lowest
desirability for fluxing.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED.
F. L. Buchanan Addressed the Pros working is about 250 feet, and as depth
Although Colfax County Is Apparis attained there are good copper indiGovernor Otero today appointed
of
cations. At this depth iron and copper
the Black Range in
pectors
Garcia a member of the board of
ently Prosperous Its Tax Valuastain have been found In quantity, and
county commissioners of Guadalupe
Sensible Terms.
tions Are Decreasing.
It is the opinion of the well informed,
county, to fill the vacancy caused by
with
Cook's
that
Peak
development,
the recent death of Florenclo Aragon
GOOD FIND AT TRES PIEDRAS will yet have a reputation ns a copper
RAILROAD IMPROVEMENTS
MINES BEAR TOWN.
producing camp.
In the Burro mountain district J. K.
Ore That Assays $44 in the Jones Claims
Sheridan last week put a force of men
Work on the Whale Mine, in the Bromide
E- S. Ulancy's New Find.
to work developing his Favorite mine, An Excess of Boy Babies Born at Las GraJ. O. Jones, the prospector who has
ces Union County News Items Hapwhich lies Immedlaetly northwest of the
Distriot, Has Been Resumed The Old
been sticking to the Santa Fe mount
St. Louis at Burro, who are now push
Hanover Copper Mine Company
penings in Colfax and Dona
ains with commendable zeal, bids fair
ing their shaft down beyond the 100- Mine Notes.
Ana Counties.
to be amply rewarded for his summer's
foot mark. The large body of copper ore
work. He has completed the assessIs not only
which they encountered
ment on four claims, and coming to
SIERRA COUNTY.
UNION COUNTY.
holding out, but is increasing in size
town today for fresh supplies he found
F. L. Buchanan,
of and quality with depth. They make
A drenching rain visited Union county
superintendent
awaiting him at the post office an assay the El Dorado mines at Hlllsboro, has regular shipments of their high grade last week.
certificate which wreathed his face with been giving the prospectors of that ore, of which they have had very con
District court ill convene at Clayton
a
smile of success. When camp and the Black Range generally, siderable. Their new whim is In suc ou Septeu,'.
Mr. Jones was here ten days ago he a talk that will fit In almost any
Frank Maest& sold his lambs to a
mining cessful operation.
shipped to the Independent assay office district In New Mexico. Says Mr.
Colorado feeder at SI. 70 per head.
at El Paso, conducted by D. W. Reck Buchanan: "During the past fifteen
The recent horse races at Clayton
A GOOD REPUBLICAN.
,
hart, a sample lot of the ore taken as years I have vlsl.ted most of the big
earned expenses, and a little irt u .
a fair average across five feet of the camps of the west, making reports for
A teachers Institute is iu progress at
face of the vein in one of his claims eastern capital, and I can truly say Hugh N. Smith Withdraws as Candidate Clayton and will continue to Septembers.
for
Coal
Mine
the
ten feet In. The returns received today that I have never seen more favorable
Inspectorship,
1'. L. Huber has gone to work on the
..how its value to be $44.25 per to- n- conditions for the profitable investment
Hugh H. Smith, of Colfax county, ex- - Clayton Enterprise and the paper shows
cupper, $4.25; silver, $1; gold, $2. "This in mining than is to be found In this treasurer and collector of that county it in its news columns.
is much better than I expected," said listrict. I can show you claims in this was in the
E. tlosmer has .been visiting
capital last Sunday and In George
ihe miner. "I figured on only about camp that are literally cut up with
Union county. He now prints the'
Monday. He was a candidate for the Trinidad Monitor
and aspires to t un for
$25 per ton,
because the samples, if shallow shafts and open cuts from one office of United States coal mine In
the legislature of Colorado on the Dea nything, were below a fair average of
nd to the other. All of these openings
made vacant by the resignation mocratic
Populistic ticket.
the ore In place. It was taken from an ind cuts show the vein plainly. When spector,
of Major J. W. Fleming, of Silver City.
Georgia Pryor, the woman who was
open cut In the face of which the ore ince they found the vein In such open- Mr. Smith had some strong endorse
shot by Victor Alarid a lew days ago, at
body is full five feet wide, and from ings, why did not they go down a'ter ments,
from United States Clayton is recovering. The justice of
other openings made I know the vein fhe ore? To a casual observer or In- Senator specially
Ed. Wolcott, of Colorado, and the peace Alfonzo Padllla, has issued a
s from 8 to 15 feet wide; I should say experienced man looking for a mine,
from some of the officials of the Colo- warrant for her arrest to be held as a
it will average at least ten feet wide. their property Is condemned, when the rado Coal and Iron
Company. Upon his witness, and her erstwhile paramour
and I consider it a shipping proposition time and money spent on it would have arrival in the
he found that Jo still languishes in jail.
capital
light now. I can get this ore out and made a mine of it if properly handled. E. Sheridan, of Silver City, was a can
DONA ANA COUNTY.
haul It to the railroad for $5 a ton, and When you desire to locate the vein on didate and had been
pretty strongly enWilliam Hayden, who recently sold
as son as I am able it takes time and your ground, open cuts and shallow dorsed
by leading Republicans all over out his interest in the hotel business at
money when a man is going it single tunnels are all right, but as soon as the territory for the office. Mr. Smith, El l'aso, has located at Organ.
handed and alone, you know I shall you know where your vein is, do not
At Van Patten's Dripping springs
being the staunch and loyal Republican
begin making shipments and put the waste your time or money In further and good citizen that he Is, Immediately resort, which is crowded
with visitors,
work
Into
of
of
kind.
to
this
the
desire
sell withdrew from- the contest, saying that extensive improvements are soon to bo
If you
further development
receipts
your mine, you must show what is to f the leading Republicans of the terri started.
property."
-be found at least 100 feet below the
Air. Jones left for his camp this afterMandell & Casad, who are boring for
tory had endorsed Mr. Sheridan, in the
noon, feeling more encouraged than ev- surface. Many a prospect that now interest of
and party urity water at the Modoc mine, have struck a
harmony
er over his discovery in the Santa Fe shows fairly well at 100 feet, would, if he would
flow of water which is gradually instep aside, and joined in a
range, which, he declares, "has not yet carried down to the 200 foot level, triple strong recommendation for Mr. Sheri- creasing. This Insures a large concenModoc.
at
In value. There are two lessons to be
been prospected a little bit."
dan's appointment.
Had the Republi- trating plant the
Theodore Rouault, the Las Cruces
A RICH FIND.
learned in this camp. One Is that deep can
men
more
of
of
Mexico
New
party
After four days spent in prospecting mining will seldom fail to find the val- the same kin and as
canning factory man, received a carloyal and good Reof cans the fore part of the present
on the Mosca grantr-- or
what was ues of very high grade. Theo ther is publicans as Hugh N. Smith, verily, it load
Mr. Rouault pays $3,300
termed the Mosca-gran- t
of all the ores here would be invincible at all times and week. This year
until the land that
per car for his cans, where the same
court officially proclaimed It Uncle are concentrating ores. Mind, you can under any and all circumstances.
quantity last year cost $1,700,
Sam's domain fourteen miles north of mine and concentrate about three tons
C. I. Grugan, representing the Foote
Santa Fe, H. S. Clancy has apparently for the same it costs to hand sort one
Mineral
company of Philadelphia, who
EXCAVATIONS
STOPPED.
MOST BE
made a mineral' find of value and Im- ton to make it high grade shipping ore.
has been making a collection of ores in
portance. He sent in samples of the Hand sorting Is an Imperfect, slow and
the Organ mountains, started east last
rock yesterday afternoon to M. F. Sena, expensive method of concentration. We The United States Will Prevent the Despo week by way of Denver and other
Mr. Grugan stated
liation of Cliff Dwellings.
Colorado points.
and these are now on exhibition at City have the finest concentrating ores here
more varieties
that this
have ever seen."
office.
Engineer J. L. Zimmerman's
J. C. Hulsinger, special agent of the of ore andcamp produced
than any other camp
crystals
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
In
Every mining man who has examined
was
the
nterior department,
city on record.
Wells & Hall have made a new strike yesterday In consultation with Governor
the ore says it is rich and all right.
It is an old saying that in years of
It Is a red oxide of copper, estimated at Good Hope, near Tits IMedras, in the Otero and others respecting the estab
This
war, ail babies born are boys.
to carry from 30 to 60 per cent copper
that runs 128 ounces in silver.
lishment of a forest reservation in Lin seems to be substantiated as far as Las
In
on
cars
the
Pueblo coln and Otero counties and the protec- Cruces Is
and running well also In gold. AcJudge Royal has
concerned, for it is a notes
of
knowledged experts to whom the sam- a new hoist which will be sent to Tres tion of the cliff dwellings in New Mex- worthy fact that about
ples were submitted say It should yield Pledras by rail from where It will be ico from vandals. Mr. Hulsinger ex- the children born this year and last are
$140 to $200 pvr ton.
In a note Mr. carried overland..
amined the forest growths in the White, boys. The record last week was three
The Strawberry, near Tres Pledras, Capitan and Sacramento mountains boys and no girls. Clancy said he had uncovered a vein
COLFAX COUNTY.
two feet wide, but this doubtless refers owned by a Wisconsin company, has and recommended the establishment of
Felix Martinez, of El Paso, Is visiting
to the full width of the heavy quartz-It- e lust Installed a new steam hoist and a a forest reservation of less than
d
points in Colfax county.
rock on either side of the rich pay full equipment of steam pumps.
of the area originally proposed
Winter wheat Is being cut on Johnson
out
streak, the width of which is not yet
He picked
mesa and is reported
York Brothers of Pueblo, who own the for the reservation.
known. But If he has ten inches of it
Raton merchants subscribed 8250 to
Tres Pledras, have only 150,000 acres of strictly forest do
In place, It Is a big thing. Other pros- Sardine mine, near
Improve the highway leading to Johnson
a couple of carloads of fine sacked ore main In the mountains at the headpectors from the city are preparing to
of the Bontto, Eagle Creek, mesa.
ready for shipment and expect to put waters
Invade the Mosca region.
John Hixenbaugh announces that he
Uuldoso and Hondo. Pine, spruce and
In some new machinery.
Is a candidate for assessor on the Demo
fir cover the proposed reserve. The peocratic ticket.
A valuable find has been made on
ple of that section, while opposed to a
DUPOHT REPUBLICANS.
Some of the later outing parties are
Rock creek, near Tres Pledras,
by large reserve, favor a reserve of strictly
The streams
William Peet, of a
vein of talc, forest land that will protect the head- meeting disappointment.
are pretty well fished out and game Is
Their Platform Is All Right and They Fa- between quartzlte and bird's eye porwaters of the streams mentioned.
scarce and wild.
vor a Compromise.
phyry walls, the talc assaying $2'.' to
Mr. Hulsinger Is authorized and will
Harry Le Roy, of Raton has issued a
Del., August 21.-de$30 In gold per ton. Mr. Peet has seven
Wilmington,
promulgate orders of the Interior
to any man in Colfax county
challenge
held
or
In
tunnel
claims
this
Dupont Republicans
"Regular"'
group, Including
partment prohibiting any and all ex to a matched race of r0 yards for $100 a
x state convention In this city toiiay. and mill sites, and has begun active
cavations on government land and the side; Carleton Plumb, of Gardner, pre
Former Congressman Jonathan S. Wll-'l- s operations on the property.
away of relics from the cliff ferred.
carrying
was temporary chairman. The platC. J. Calvin and John Hixenbaugh left
The New Mexico Gold and Copper dwellings on government land. Mr.
form cordially approves the adminisHulsinger has been ordered to examine Raton for Colorado Springs Monday,
company, composed of Milwautration of President McKlnley, favors Mining
Mexwhere they will attend the national farthe most interesting ruins In New
d
kee capitalists, are putting in a
an Independent government for Cuba;
Mr. Gavin is a widenn Atriria nnrl fnlnrJIiln with & rieW mers convention.
boiler
and
holster
to
preparatory
asidil as reserva awake rustler and goes as a delegate.
lenounces the Democratic cry of "Imset
them
of
active
having
beginning
shipments from their
perialism" as false; denounces legisla- property west of Tres Pledras. This tions wherever practical, 4nd to notify
Hugh T. Woods, an old timer in Colfax
tion in the south designed to disfranthem that they county, bnt now representing the DrovIs
all
excavating
and
persons
are
property
they
ers Live Stock Commission company of
chise the negroes; denounces the de- now down
nearly 100 feet, with a large will be prosecuted. Future excavations Kansas City is at Raton for a couple of
mand of the Democratic national plat- ore
are to be carried on under government weeks
In sight. Assays on this propbody
visiting his cousins, Tom and Alform for free silver coinage; favors any
Mr. Hulsinger left for Albu- bert Shaw.
$38 two feet from the surface. auspices.
erty
give
to
the
honorable compromise looking
Work on the Whale mine in the Bro querque this evening, from where he
With business conditions steadily Imunion of the two Republican factions mide
district, which was discontinueri will go to Gallup to examine the cltfr proving and the county constantly growIn support of a common ticket.
Gal
From
In February, was resumed
about a dwellings in that vicinity.
ing, the Raton Range wonders why the
week ago, some eight or ten men being lup he will go to his home at Phoenix, assessed valuation of the taxable propA TREATY OF AMITY.
put on the Job. Twenty thousand gal- to return later to examine the cliff erty of Colfax county Is steadily decreasing. It is 8133,637.80 less than last year,
lons of water had gathered in the prop- dwellers' ruins In this section.
and has been thus dropping for the past
Restoration of Former Relations Between erty during the five months, but this
several years.
is being disposed of, and no trouble
COUNTRY.
Spain and the United States,
RAHGE
BLACK
Frank Spears, superintendent of the
Minister was experienced. This is the property
August 21.
Washington,
Smlthfield company's mines, while showdeof
state
and
Andrew
Informs
at
the
associates
and
Their
Madrid,
Royal
Storer,
Judge
The Mines as They Appear Today
ing some eastern fflends over the camp
partment that a treaty of amity, com- of Pueblo, Colo., who were recent visitlast week routed up a mountain lion
rutnre A Talk with Mr. Mewbery- InterIn
ors
camp.
which took refuge in a tunnel on "Old
merce, navigation, and general
rehas
who
A.
A.
just
Newberry,
GRANT COUNTY.
course has been signed provisionally
Baldy." They closed the door on his
some
weeks
spent lionship and a't last reports the animal
At Cook's Peak Jesus Lopez has open turned home after
by the minister ot state and himself.
This practically marks the last step of ed, up a large body of high grade lead In examination of the mineral resources was still confined. It is the purpose of
to capture the beast alive.
the complete restoration of the relations carbonate ore, and is shipping on an of the Black Range and Apache mining these partly
Raton
The
Sierra
counties,
and
in
Socorro
Range stales, anent the
districts
States.
United
ten
of
a carload every
between Spain and the
average
days,
by the
Joe Hltchlns and A. Wallls have also said today that these districts at pres- Improvements lately inaugurated
Fe route, that thero Is to be built
encountered a good ore body. As a con ent are handicapped by reason of the Santa
The farmers' Congress.
the Raton range sevthe early 80's. One a new tunnel over below
the present one,
Colorado Springs, Cojo., Aug. .21. The sequence of the work being done, the work done during
eral hundred feet
& Poe mines are looking up in sees abandoned smelters, mills, hoists,
thereby reducing the grade oetween
annual session of the farmers' congress Teel
caved
Shafts
to
first-cladecay.
all.
etc.,
seems the mangoing
Trinidad.
It
Raton
and
shape.
opened here today with a large attendJ. R. McKlnnle, of Colorado Springs, in and other evidences of failure which agement is satisfied by Improving the
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CITY AND NORTHERN MAIL

PlSSEnSIOHS.

There May Be a Fight Over Naming
Towne i Successor.
Chicago, August 21. The latest re
ports received here Indicate that a
meeting of the Populist national committee is to be held on the 28th Inst.
It may not be as harmonious as predicted when the executive committee
was In session here early tn the month.
The meeting Is called for the purpose
of selecting a candidate for the
When Towne declined the
nomination of the Populists, It was
that Stevenson
generally supposed
would receive the Populist endorsement
by general consent. Correspondence
among the members of the national
committee of that party since the executive committee meeting makes It
plain that this result, while apparently
still probable, will not be accomplished
without a struggle. It Is understood
that many leaders of the party are
strongly urging that the committee
shall name an Independent candidate.
, TELEGRAPH WIRES CUT.
Those who take this position include
6
Shanghai, August 21, p. m. The for. Chairman Butler and Treasurer Wash-burnelgn officials here learn that the tele
who are pronounced In their
graph from Tien Tsln has been cut The views.
Is
and
allies
of
the
uncertain,
position
a large body of Chinese troops has ta
Plamboraonaltriko.
ken the field.
PEACE OVERTURES REFUSED.
Chicago, August 2L The JourneyWashington, August 21. The cabinet men Plumbers' union ordered a general
today decided to reject the latest ap- strike to take effectait once. The obpeal from U Hung Chang for the cessa- ject Is to stop the employment ot nontion of hostilities. The reply will be union men by contractors.
y.

e,

MAKXXT UTOKT
MONEY AND METAL.
New York, August 21. Money on call
H
IK per cent. Prime
nominally
5. Silver,
mercantile paper, 4
GRAIN.
SepChicago. Wheat, Augnst,
73. Corn, August, 40;
tember, 78X
September, 39K. Oats, August
September, 22.

61.

72;

21;

STOCK.

Kansas City. Cattle, receipt!), 15,000;
$5.75;
steady; native steers, 84.00
Texas steers, 92.50
S5.00; Texas
93.15; native cows and
cows, 92.00
94.50; stacker and feedheifers, 91.65
93.75.
94.60; bulls, 92.50
ers, 92.00
95.35. Sheep,
Calves, steady, 93.00
85.35;
6,000; weaker; lambs, 93.25
$4.15.
muttons, 92.25
3,500,
Chicago. Cattle,
generally
steady good to prime steers, 95.50
94.70
to
95.40;
medium,
16.00; poor
stackers and feeders, steady to strong,
93.25
94.75; cows, 92.75
94.25;
94.75; cannera, 92.00
heifers, 93.00
;
93.60; bulls, 93.70 3
calves,
90 50; Texas fed steers, 94.25
84.44)
95.00; Texas grass stears, 93.35
93.35. Sheep,
$4.10; Teiasbulls, 92.50
16,000; sheep slow to 10c lower; good to
choice wethers, 93.90
94.10; fair to
choice mixed, 93.25
93.80; western
Texas
94.00;
sheep, 93.75
sheep, 93.30
93.75; native lambs, 94.00
95.50;
95.50.
western lambs, 94.75
Chicago & Bet. 941.05 Santa Fe Route,
limit for return Sept. 30th.
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throw of the legally constituted author- - tightly woven of grasses as to hold basket was a solid sheen of purple
SOCIETIES.
Hies. Herr Most and his foreign ad- - water, and at the same time be easy of and gold the reflection of the
of tropical birds woven into
herers should be shipped back from carriage.
The lightest, toughest and
2A ASOJT iC.
where they came from, and Lucy .Var- - most flexible of materials was chosen the strands and twisted with ex-- 1
taste
treme
sons and others of her Ilk should be for the manufacture. The basket
patience and rare native
MONTEZUMA IA)DUK,
tl
rt iUa '
in asylums or reformatory came the
utensil in the In
ill i;ijut.
vji
Republican dissension is the hope of
lusct CAUiiuiia
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTINS CO.
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
New Mexico's Democracy in the present schools. As for the men who came to life of the California and Southwest
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lodians.
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McKinley,
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Hot
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matter at
tion first Monday in each
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as the Republican party will preseem too high for them and woven baskets. Water was heated, of California had been worked in so cated In the midst of the Ancient Cliff
tered,
month at Masonic Hall
the Santa Pe Postofflce.
sent a united front on election day next they should at least be Imprisoned at and soup was made by heating stones closely that not a particle of the sus- Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
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at 7:30 p. m.
effect
the
was
to
mesh
be
November.
seen,
nu.ru luuui uuui wiey nave Luaagcu uicth and then putting them into the liquid taining
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Fe,
W. S. HARROUN,
$ .25
in the basket. A bread of the flour of being a soft, uniform background set and about twelve miles from Barranca
anarchistic sentiments.
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more
off
only
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&
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F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
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heated
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placing
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Railway,
point
Daily, per month, by
of demands it may find the front. The first car load of peaches containing the dough. Baskets were of the basket was a solid sheen of the of stages run to the
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escape
4.00
of
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Carlsbad
sent
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acorns,
of
stores
ever
Oregon
plumage
shipped used for gathering
perature of these waters is from 90 to
Daily, six months, by mail
by the to St. Louis recently, and 'of a ca.-- of mesquite, and other wild seeds. Large several soft shades. The colors were 122 degrees. The gases are carbonic. Al7.60 for the atrocities committed
SANTA FE QHAPTKP-- , No.
l.ally, one year, by mall
25 Boxers and the imperial troops.
1, R. A. M. Regula.' conpeaches sent to 'Kansas City one com- baskets were used for granaries. In blended like pigment from a deft brush. titude, 6,000 feet. Climate very dry and
Weekly, per month
wam75
vocation second Monday in
mission man wrote: "To say the least, them the season's supplies of dried The rim was enriched with pearly
delightful the year round. There is now
Weekly, per quarter
fashas
is
Capital
moving
becoming
100
pum woven in so intricately and a commodious hotel for the convenience
each month at Masonic Hall
this was the finest car of peaches I crickets were stored by the squaws.
Weekly, six months
In China as It Is in the Trans2.00 ionable
at 7:30 p. m.
have ever received in my thirty years' NEARLY A YEAR TO MAKE ONE. strongly that one would have to cut of invalids and tourists. These waters
Weekly, per year
vaal and in the Philippines. The advoMARCUS ELDODT, H. P.
R. W. Tansill has taken
The wealth and standing of the ab- and ravel the stitches and strands to contain 1,680.24 grains of alkaline salts
experience."
cates of the scheme to remove the capi
The New Mexican is the oldest newswith him to the Farmers' congress at original family were known In the disengage the bits of pearl. The Po- to the gallon, being the richest alkaline
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
tal of the United States from
Colorado Springs a lot of fine peaches tribe by its quantity of baskets, and mos said the basket construction, f rst Hot Springs in the world. The efficacy
paper In New Mexico. It is sent to ev- ton to Omaha should take newWashing
courage.
of
the of these waters has been thoroughly
which he will distribute among the del- the character of the squaw and her and last, had occupied much
ery postofflce in the territory, and has a
tested by the miraculous cures attested
SANTA FE COMMANDERT
large and growing circulation among
The Kentucky papers assure the rest egates as specimens of New Mexico girls rested on the quality and orna- squaw's time for several years.
to in the following diseases: Paralysis,
the intelligent and progressive people of of the United States that there will be fruit. The Pecos valley Is to be com- mentation of her basket. A woman
No. 1, K. T. Regular conthe southwest.
mended for its enterprise In advertising who could weave a handsome, shapely
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
clave fourth Monday In each
no general slaughter during the elecMalaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kidmonth at Masonic Hall at1
tion in fall, although a few persons may its fruit and should not forget that a basket as large as a barrel so finely
ATES.
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for
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Santa
fair
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neys,
Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec- 7:30 p. m. S. G. CARTWRIUHT, IS. U.
that
Inthe heat of the campaign.
Wanted One cent a word each inser- be killed.
of the
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
F. S. DAVIS, Recorder.
Kentucky Is striving for some degree of Fe next month, at which it should have without seapage was the jewel
tion.
Board,
a complete exhibit of Pecos valley tribe. There were several squaws In
is in the ex- Female Complaints, etc., etc.
I
where
live,
all.
"Bardwell,
Ky.,
after
decency
InserLocal Ten cents per line each
fruit. It would be a good and paying the Tulares of the San Joaquin valley treme western part of the State and only a Lodging and Bathing, $2.50 per day; $14
tion.
few miles from Cairo, per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
The rest of the world, except Santa advertisement that can be secured at a and Klamaths of northern California
O. O. IP.
111., where the Ohic Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
Reading local Preferred position
who could do that. It took from six
Fe and the north pole, Is sweltering In very small outlay.
cents per line each Inser- the
Twenty-fiv- e
empties into the Mis- train upon request. This resort is atto nine months
to finish the work.
heat of the dog days. A Santa Fe
tion.
sissippi River. It may tractive at all seasons, and is open all AZTLAN LODGE, No. 8, I. O. O. F.,
Which Party Is the Coward?
man who complains of 80 In the shade
The Field Museum In Chicago has a
be that th oat troubles winter.
Displayed Two dollars an inch, sln-fl- e with a cool breeze
a
about
Mexand a
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of loca- leave Santa Fe at 10:08 a. m. and reach Fellows' hall, San Francisco street. Vis.
cause
nollar an inch, single column, in cither what a hot day is. He should go to
Ojo Callente at 5 p. m. the same day. Itlng brothers welcome.
leadership Is nothing if not cowardly the Inch. It is without a counterpart.
tion, but,
English or Spanish Weekly.
whatever the Fare for the round trip from Santa Fe
or New York to find out.
JOHN C. SEARS, N. G.
The Nowadays the Indians seldom weave
fearful of consequences.
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The Klamath and Modoc Indians are
The Republican party of the nation In selecting such a late date, October
a
inserted.
stantly keep
is unequivocally in favor of statehood 3d, for holding their nominating con- basket makers, the baskets being conoi
supply
for New Mexico, vention in Santa Fe. However, they structed by the twined method and
and
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, No. 8,
Acker's Eng'
Arizona and Oklahoma. There is no will be sadly disappointed
this year being flexible, yet water tight,' hence
TUESDAY. AUGUST 31.
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
;,lish Remedy
the name water baskets
doubt in the minds of well Informed In counting on the purchase of votes furnishing
for Consumpthe second and fourth Tuesday of each
men that the three territories will be at so much per head. The people are often given to the work. Some of
tion on hand.
month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
It is the best
given statehood within a year If they being informed on the issues at stake them, like the Eel river tribe, propatriarchs welcome.
thing I ever
as never before In the history of the duce a coiled and whipped structure,
go Republican in November next.
W. M. H. WOODWARD, C. P.
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territory and the usual Republican tac- the coil often double, with
Proprietor.
J. E. HAINES, Scribe.
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throat
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troubles,
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The Republican party in New Mexico tics will fail of success at the polls In or osiers carried around in It Instead
No
of one; while In the basket of the I have used it in my family for years.
Taos Co., N. M- will be found strong enough to be vlo- - November. Las Vegas Optic.
here can be depended upon to have Ojo Callente,
I
torious In the fall elections of this year.
The above is somewhat funny consld Tlnne Indians the osier is overlaid druggist so I am writing
MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE, No.
this letter to W.
it
Our friends, the enemy, both in the ering the fact that the Democratic con with a strip of yucca or bark. The H.always,
I. O. O. F. Regular meeting first an4
Hooker & Co., 220 Broadway, N. Y., to
A Slight Mistake.
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Democratic-Po- p
by order a dozen bottles at a time. My wife is
ventlon will be held a day later than ornamentation
accomplished
third Tuesday of each month at Odd
party and outside
Mrs. Snaags (visiting Mrs. Medder- Fellows' hall. Visiting brothers and sisthat, are welcome to gather what com the Republican convention this year. weaving In black rootlets or bark in bothered lately with sore throat and difficult
fort they can before election day, for It is plain from the above, appearing In a pattern of square or other attracti- breathing, but just as soon as the dozen bot- grass in the country) Why, who Is that ters welcome.
tles get here, I will give her a few doses, and singing that delightful ariaof Wagner's?
MISS MARY T. COLE, N G.
thereafter there will be mighty little a paper controlled by the Democratic ve designs.
Mrs. Meddergrass That's the guinea
she will certainly be well again. I expect to
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selves. Now Kodol Dyspepsia Cute dl Ing knights given a cordial welcome.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
DAVID M. WHITE. C. C.
country and will be probably followed watch and see what the Republicans rim to bottom the outer side of the
Fischer's Drug Store.
gests what you eat and allows you to
V. HALL, K. of R. and S.
by years in which precipitation will be will do. To be sure, this will not help it
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the Republican National Convention have again been established in Colo
For particulars address:
Frank W. Kmerson, of Howe, N. M. ; David
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part In the selection of delegates to the In the territory this fall. This Is some
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Territorial Convention.
thing to remember when it comes to A grimy, frayed basket about the size
GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
and shape of a common round foot
& Sacramento
The several counties will be entitled voting In November.
Alamogordo
Office In Griffin Block. Collections aaS
bath tub, woven with dried grasses by
to representation as follows:
Mountain Ry.
searching titles a specialty.
The Farmers National congress, an Indian squaw several generations
County.
Delegates.
TIME TABLE NO. 6.
14
Bernalillo
which convenes at Colorado Springs ago, was eagerly bought In San Diego
(.Mountain Time.)
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
2
Chaves
today is somewhat of a novelty. While the other day for $380. Fifteen years
Train leaves El Paso
10:30 a. m.
a
In
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. OfB
E
Indian
Klamath
ago
Cal
northern
Colfax
the farming classes have a large com
2:30 p. m, In the
Arrives Alamogordo
Capitol.
6
Dona Ana
munity of interests, yet it Is onlv of ifornia sold the basket for 50 cents, and
8:30 p. m.
Arrives Capitan
2
late years that they have banded to seven years ago the same basket sold
Eddy
8:45 a. m
Trains leaves Capitan
4
Grant
gether In societies and associations for for $40. Then it progressed In value at
2:00 p.m.
Arrives Alamogordo
CHAS. F. EASLEY.
several
4
sales
$10
of
$20.
and
A
by
con
their
benefit.
leaps
mutual
national
Guadalupe
7:00 p. m
Arrives El Paso
Surveyor General)
(Late
It
a
4
collection
of
Lincoln
bas
Indian
of
completes
vention
farmers some years ago
Attqrney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Lane)
(Dally except Sunday.)
7
Mora
would have been deemed an absurdity, kets showing the evolution of textile
and mining business a specialty.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
3
Otero
and that it is possible to hold one today art in an aboriginal tribe among whom
At Tularosa For Mescalero Indian
OP- 9
Is due to the fact that lately men have the art of fine basket making is prac
Rio Arriba
Agepcy and San Andreas mining re
2
San Juan
been more impressed with the dignity tleally extinct. Last year a collection
R. C. GORTNER,
gion.
of
some 200 baskets, representing
13
San Miguel
and the Importance of agriculture.
At Carrlzosa For White Oaks, Jlca Attorney at Law. District attorney for
o
twenty-tw9
Fe
ail
the way
Santa
tribes, residing
rlllas, Galllnas and surrounding coun the 'first judicial district, counties of
3
Sierra
The
International
Typographical from British Columbia to Yucatan and
Santa Fe, San Juan, Rio Arriba and,
try.
R
Socorro
Cashier At Walnut For
Union, at Its convention at Milwaukee, South America, was bought by the cu R.
Taos. Practices in all courts of the terPALEjV, President
VAUGIjjV,
Nogal.
6
Taos
did well in rescinding the resolution rator of the Royal Museum at Vienna
At Capitan For Fort Stanton Sanl ritory. Offices In the Masonlo building
4
for $9,300.
Union
which placed It among the revolution
N. M.
tarlum,
Gray, Lincoln, Richardson, Ru- and Court House, Santa Fe,
9
A widespread vogue has sprung up
Valencia
ary forces of the country. It Is proper
Idosa
Bontto
NOVELTIES
and
OPTICAL
CLOCKS,
country.
GOODS, JEWELRY
and It Is desirable that members of for collecting baskets from the Pacific
For Information of any kind regard
114
Total
unions, as Individuals, Interest them coast and southwestern tribes. The
STERLING SILVER TABLE AND TOILET WARE.
ing the railroads or the country adja
Insurance.
Alternates will not be recognized.
selves In politics, but when unions as eastern tourists who spent last winter
cent thereto, call on or write to
Proxies will only be recognized If a body enter the political field and force in California left many thousand!, of
A. S. GREIG,
COT GLASS AND FINE CHINA.
S. E. LANKARD,
held by citizens of the same county their members to vote a certain way, dollars out here in exchange for In
General Superintendent
and Trafflo Insurance Agent. Office, Catron Block,
from which delegates giving proxies they are digging their own grave, dian baskets. No other fad has been
MEXICAN CARVED LEATHER GOODS
Manager,
east side of Plata. Represents the largAlamogordo, N. M,
were elected.
American people are too independent In taken up so vigorously by the people
H. ALEXANDER, Aaet. Gen. F. and est companies doing business In the terthe
Pacific coast, and few fads cost
County conventions must be heH on their political opinions to stand any co )f
YOU WILL FIND WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE SOUTH EST.
P. Agent,
Alamogordo, N. M,
ritory of New Mexico, in both life, fire
or before Saturday, September 9, 1900. ercion and would resent any atttempt so much money to Indulge. The In
Or F. E. MORRISS, Agent, El Paw, and accident Insurance.
County committees will take proper on the part of unions to enter the field dian basket connoisseur will have noth
Texas.
action and call county conventions at as a united and coercive force.
ing but delicately woven baskets with
mellow colored markings and soft and
such times and places as they may
REAL ESTATE AGENTS AND NOdeem best before or on that date.
The young king of Italy has given the flexible strands, yet so exquisitely put
TARY PUBLICS.
The chairmen and secretaries of the old statesmen, who have ruled that na together that they have withstood hard
VALLEY
PECDS
RY
&
NORTHEASTERN
county conventions are earnestly re- tion for the past three decades, some usage, and hold water as well as a stone
R. L. BACA.
quested to forward true notice of the what of a scare. He has shown them vessel. They cost nowadays from $25
that he has some Ideas of his own re to $120 each, and each year add to their
proceedings of such names of the
(Central Time)
Real estate agent and notary public
2L1Tr
elected to the Republican county garding how affairs of state are to be value.
Fifty or sixty baskets, each
Expert translator from Spanish to Eng:M:OTj:fcTTEJD.
convention to the secretary of this com- conducted and he 'insists upon working showing a stage in tribal handicraft,
Train No. 1 leaves Carlsbad at 2.20 p, lish and from English to Spanish. TypeGO
m. Arrives at Roswell at 6:
mittee by the next mall after the call from early In the morning until late In make a fair collection, but to get them
p. m.; writing done correctly and neatly. OfAll Goods Engraved Free of Charge.
Everything Just as Represented, Amarlllo, 4:50 a. m., connecting with fice
of such conventions.
together some one has to travel hun
the evening. His advisers and minis
Prince block, Palace avenue, Santa
the A T. & S. F. and the Colora io and Fe, N. M.
Where there are no regularly organ- ters must keep pace with him, and It dreds of miles up and down the Pacific
SIDE
SOUTH
Southern.
ised county committees the members is no wonder that they hope that the coast to the reservations, to do a heap
OF PLAZA.
of this committee are authorized and king's enthusiasm and energy will soon of talking and coaxing among the rem- Train No. 2 leaves Amarlllo dally at
DKHTISTM.
directed to perform the duties of the wear off. The Italian people, however, .ants of the old tribes, and to spend a
10:50 p. m. Arrives at Roswell at 8:40
county committee and act accordingly, hope differently, for if they have not lot of money.
m.; Cailsbad at 12:35 p. m.
JOHN S. CLARK,
FOOD COOKED IN THEM.
been misgoverned for centuries, their
Train No. 6 leaves Carlsbad- at 7 a. m,
D. W. MANLEY,
Chairman of the Republican Territorial welfare has, at least, been neglected
Arrives at Pecos at 11:05 a. m.
Nowadays Indian basket collecting
Dentist. Office, Southwest Corner ot
Is
in
Central Committee.
a
almost
mania
communities
3
No.
many
Train
leaves
Ros
until poverty and starvation are close
(mixed) dally,
oVer Fischer's Drug Store.
MAX FROST, Secretary.
on the Pacific coast. Some of the larg
well at 7:25 a. m. Arrives at Amarlllo Plata,
neighbors to the majority of them.
est private collections of baskets on this
at 7:55 p. m.
J5.T
Bummer Tours Via the Bant Pe.
The
Train No. 4 (mixed) dally, leaves
Anarchists are a menace to the peace coast comprise 120 specimens.
A short campaign and a merry one. of
Amarlllo at 7 a. m: Arrives at Portales
the nation and a danger to Its citi- Campbell collection In Los Angeles
Reduced rate tickets are now on sale
at 2:25 p. m., and at Roswell at 7:35 p.m via the Santa Fe Route to points In
zens. Ways should be devised to rid omprlses 138 baskets, and is very com
It has cost upwards of $8,000,
Iowa,
Stages for Lincoln. White Oaks and Colorado, Arizona. California,
The oftener you repeat It the better this country of all those who profess plete.
nd, besides, it was made before the
to be working for the downfall of all
Nopal, SI, M.i leave Koswell, N M., Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana,
Roosevelt."
Hounds:
and
it
"McKinley
New
so
weaves
Pennsylvania,
York,
Mlchlean,
dally except Sunday at 7 a. m.
costly.
igue made the
And the better do the voters of the governments. This would not be a postates and Canada. Tick
For low rates, lor information regard New fine-lanA good collection of Indian baskets
III be found a full line of
litical persecution, but an effort to preets
tin sale dally up to and Including
country like it.
of
resources
the
this valley, price
Ing
vent criminal Ideas and criminal talk shows wonderful inventive genius, fir- Imported wines for family trade.
ef lands, etc, address
good for return passage
September 30, HI
Orders by telephone will be promptly Oiled.
from being put Into action. There Is tillty of resource, and marvelous pa- Pall nn tt.nv tlplrat.
rutnlu,
D. B. JTICHOLB
ence
weavers.
the
of
On
the
squaw
of the Santa Fe Route for particu
If the m press dowager of China had room In the United States for all sorts
General Manager,
agent
wastes
arid
of
the southwest,
.
11. a. LiCTz, Agent,
been half so anxious for peace six of political opinions and cranks, but hot,
Roswell, ft . V . lars. .
Santa re, jn. m.
E, W. MARTXHDELL,
months ago as she Is now it might have there Is absolutely no place here for here water had to be carried long dis
O.
P.
W. J. Black,
A.,
Oen. Prt and Ttm Agent,
aved China a good deal of humiliation men and women who plan assassina- tances and stored for family- use, the
Topeka, Kai. .
Amarlllo, Tex., and Roswell, . If.
tions and who plot the violent over- - aborigine devised great baskets, so
and expense.

Santa Fe Hew mexican

In Denver last week, one day, the
thermometer ranged from 36 to 80 degrees. That much of a variation is too
great for comfort even in the dog days.
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THE BRITISH SOLDIER.
The pearl fisheries of the Red Sea d
the whole length of that water.
About three hundred boats are fm- ployed by the Arab tribes, manned by
crews of from five to twelve men, each
provided with a number of small ca
noes. There are two fishing seasons of
the year, and this treasure Is said to
be oftentimes as elusive as a far more
precious treasure Health, for which
so many Beach uselessly. The surest
guide to health is Hostetter's Stomach
Bitters, an invaluable remedy for
stomach disorders, recommended by
the best physicians for the past fifty
years. It should be taken for constipation, indigestion, dyspepsia,
liver
trouble, kidney weakness or any disorder resulting from impure blood or
an overworked stomach.

ftURAL FHEE MAILS.'
!

Its Establishment and Growth in the
Post
Tfc

Office Department.

System

Intrd4

So

Haceatly
Has) Prarea to B Sueeewfnl
Haa
a Great Help ta

Ba
Caaatrr

Roada,

Rio Grande

Miscellaneous items.

'

Let go or die. That's the alternative
of the shipwrecked man with the money
bags. If there was only some one to
throw him a life preserver, he might
save both life and money.
Without
help it is let go or die. A great many
people have a like alternative before
them. Business men come to a point
where the doctor tells them that they
must " let go or die." Probably he advised a sea voyage or mountain air.
There's an obstinate cough that won't be
shaken off. The lungs are weak and perhaps bleeding. There is emaciation and
other symptoms of disease, which if
or improperly treated terminate
in consumption.
l nousands or men and women in a like
condition have found complete healing
by the use of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medi- cal Discovery, it purifies the blood. It
carries ott from the system all refuse and
poisonous matter. It gives the infected
organs the strength to throw off disease.

&

AND

mo ratio or physicians is one to
about six hundred in this country and
only one to one thousand one hundred
in the British isles.
The authorities of a Missouri town
have invited the wrath of the public
by leasing the city park to cattlemen
to be used for grazing purposes.
The secretary of the state of Texas
has canceled the permits of 899 corporations to do business in that state
because they failed to pay the fran
chise tax imposed by Texas.
After tying in the dead letter office
for 37 years a letter has been returned
to a bniith Center (Kan.) man with
the memorandum that his brother
cannot be found at the address given.
All the steamers belonging to the
Cunard line have names ending in
"la." There was one exception, the
Oregon, that was bought from an- other line- That vessel sunk soon
after she was purchased, in New York

Denver

&

Santa Fe

Fjaxwcll Land Grant.

Rio Grande R. R.

Time Table No. 59.
(Effective May
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As recently as 1893 the postmaster
ACRES OF LAND
general reported to congress that the
. . FOR SALE. .
Introduction of any system of rural
free delivery of letters and Dane
would be impracticable as involving an
expenditure of $20,000,000 a year withFARING LAJJDS UJMDER IIRIGATIOfi SYSTEI.
Connections with the main line and
out any commensurate revenue. In his
branches as follows:
In
tracts 20 acres and
with perpetual water riehts cheao. and on eass
annual report for 1894 Postmaster GenAt Antonlto for Durantro, Sllverton terms of 20 annual paymentsupward,
with 7 per cent interest. Alfalfa, Grain and Fruit of all
Excellent Memory.
eral BisseJl declined to spend the apand
all
in
countrv.
San
the
Juan
points
kinds
to
grow
perfection.
Of course vou do not remember the
At Alamosa (with standard gauge) for
propriation of $10,000 made by conwar, Miss Anteek?
Lia veta, rueDio, Colorado Springs and
gress , to. test the feasibility of rural
Dear me, oh, yer, I do. I remember nee
a
Denver, also with narrow trail tro for
vtnen congress in- uenvery.
San Juan hill and Manila, and that1
CHOICE PRAIRIE OR
Monte Vista, Del K.rte and Denverl
OUJiTAIJI GIAZIJVG LAJVDS.
dear General Shatter at Santiago. Ah, ereased the appropriation for a test to
Creede and all pol-.in the San Luis
Well watered and with Rood shelter, interspersed with fine ranches suitable
$20,000 inl89J, Postmaster General Wit
I remember It all quite well.
valley.
harbors-Thergrain and fruits. In size of tracts to Buit purchaser.
He had meant the War of the Rebel- son adopted the opinion ofi his predeAt Sal Ida wit. .nam line (standard raising
LARGE PASTURES FOR LEASE, for lone term of vears. fenced or unfencerf
cessor and of the house committee on
lion, but he did not Dress the innulrv.
is scarcely a record of any gauge) for all points east and west inshipping facilities over two railroads.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
the post office and post roads that the
siege in which the press has capitu- cluding Leadvllle.
,TI was taken sick and felt so
stupid I could
C.
C.
&
plan of establishing rural free delivery hardly go about," writes Miss Mary
R.
R.
Florence
with
F.
At
for
lated
so
as
there
of
was
When you want a modern,
Kskcw,
a square
long
was
Co., W. Va.
I had smothering
He added Given, Jackson
impracticable.
yard of brown paper or canvas to feed the gold camps of Cripple Creek and
physic try Chamberlain's Stomach and that wholly
pells. I went to our best physicians and they
he
had
assumed
doctored
me
deall
control
of
one
it
the
summer.
with. During the famous siege of victor.
I kept growing
Liver Tablets. They are easy to take
At
Colorado Springs and Den
too late in the fiscal year to worse and got so weak I could hardly
about.
in the civil war the Daily ver v Pueblo,
and pleasant in effect. Price, 26 cents. partment
Vicksburg
The two doctors I had said I had lunggotrouble
ith all Missouri river Hues for all
take any action uuder the
an awful cough, and one day m aunt told
Citizen came up smiling to the very
On this Grant, near its western boundarv. are situated the Gold Mininc Districts
appropria- I Had:
east.
Samples free at Ireland's drug store.
points
ur. neree s uoiaen Medical Discovery. I last
tion, but should congress see fit to sent: 01and
JNew Reclining Chair Cars between of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where mines have been successfully operated for 25
day, when it was reduced to a
not a bottle of both kind
Golden
make it available for the current
Uncle Jerry's Pessimistic View.
Medical Discovery' and Tfavni-idiet of wall paper.
years, and new rich discoveries were made in 1895 in the vicinity of the new camps
Santa Fe and Alamosa. Seats free.
Prur.tn
year When
I had taken that it helped me so much I
I reckon the horseless age baln'tqulte
ul ,uc experiment or- sent
Harry Bluff, as rich as any camp in Colorado, but with lots of as yet
is a mistake to suppose that cold
Through passengers from Santa Fe of Hematite
It
and
more.
I
have
medigot
taken
of
both
will have reserved bertha In standard unlocated grjund, open to prospectors on similar terms to, and as favorable as, the
got nere yet, saia uncle Jerry Peebles, dered by the best methods he could de- cines altogether, ten bottles. Now my lungs do drinks are necessary to relieve
thirst.
not hurt me, and I don't have any cough. I am
United StatJS Government Laws and Regulations.
turning from the strike news to the war vise.
Very cold drinks as a rule increase the gauge sleepers from Alamosa if desired.
stout now and as well as ever in my fife."
dispatches, but It does seem to me someStage leaves every morning, except Sundays, from Springer for these
For further Information address the
Congress made $40,000 available for
Given away. The People's Common
feverish condition of the mouth and
times as if we was llvln' right In the the
TITLE PERFECT, founded on United States Patent, and confirmed camps.
undersigned.
by decision
purpose, and in 1896 Postmaster Sense Medical Adviser is sent free on re stomach, and so create thirst.
middle of the horse senseless age.
of
the
U. S. Supreme Court.
T. J. Hki.m, General Agent.
Experi
General Wilson put the idea to its first ceipt of stamps to
ence snows it to be a fact that hot
pay expense of mailFor
further particulars and pamphlets apply to
Sanla Fe. N. M
The wolf In the fable puts on sheen's fast. The experiment
The book contains 1008 pages drinks relieve
ouv- - ing only.
thirst and "cool off the 3 K. Hoopkb.G. P A,.
clothing because it he traveled on his cessful, and since then the system of and 700 illustrations. Send 21
body when it is in an abnormally
Denver, Colo
own reputation he couldn't accomplish 1
lree aeiivery has been so general- - stamps for the paper bound edition, or heated condition better than
ice cold
stamps for the cloth bound. Address
hls purpose. Counterfeiters of DeWitt's
"tended that it now includes 383 31
drinks."
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Witch Hazel Salve couldn't sell their distributing points in 41 of the ' 45
The building at Guthrie, O. T in
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
stBtes.
the
worthless salves on their merits, bo
exceptions being Idaho,
which most of the territorial offices
One Good Point.
tney put them in boxes and wrannera
"niana, Mississippi and Wyoming
are located seems to be infested with
like DeWitt's. Look out for them. Take By degree the appropriation has been.
Mose I prefer dogs to women
every scorpions. Two of the
reponly DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. It Increased from $80,000 to $150,000. and time. When a dog kisses yo yo' know tiles have been killed in poisonous
the rooms oc- LET YOUR
he means It.
cures piles and all skin diseases. Ire- it ia $300,000 for this year.
the school land department VEXT TRIP BE
Pete Wa-aAt the head! of the states served by
yais; but women is pre- cupied by
land's Pharmacy.
ferable to dogs some ways; when a wo- within the last week. One of the SOUTHWARD! Via the
rural free delivery is Ohio, the most
V Question.
hvdrnnhiihin scorpions stung Charles Cunningham,
favored state, with 49 routes, Indiana man bites yo vo' don't
a clerk, in three places on his body,
Judge.
see
I
a
44
Landlady
and Iowa 23. The
by newspaper Item having
but the injuries did not prove seri-ou- 1
that bread more than 1,800 years old ment of the system, however, developACKER'S ENGLISH REMEDYWILL STOP
has for
has been discovered in Pompeii.
reasons
been
A
topographical
COUGH
very irregTHEsavius of $2.00 on each ti oket
Lank Boarder Eh h'm! Is this some ular. Thus, in Texas
Chinese are dangerous enemies, for
there are only At any time, and will cure the worst
of it, Mrs. Hungerford.
Judge.
are
treacherous.
two rural tree delivery routes, while
they
That's
all
why
np service.
in com in twelve
or money refund
counterfeits of DeWitt's Witch Hazel
In India, the land of famine, thou- South Carolina there are 21. In Wash- ed. 25 cts. and hours,
50 cts.
New York aud Boston.
Salve
are
dangerous. They look like
sands die because they cannot obtain ington there is one only, while ini CalFor sale at Fischer's drug store.
DeWitt's, but instead of the
food. In America, the land of plenty, ifornia there are 14, and in Louisiana,
GO ask your Ticket Agent.
witch
hazen
Close, Bat Not Crowded.
they all contain ingredi- TP A Cjrn
many suffer and die because they can- Alabama and Florida there are three
X means where the Wabash run si
ents
liable to irritate the skin and cause
not digest the food they eat. Kodol routea only, while in Maine there are
"Lelane, dean girl, told me lawst
831.50
Chicago and return
don't
seven.
For
Miss
night,
you
and
know,
Cure
piles,
Caroline,
eat.
injuries
Dyspepsia
St. Paul and return
digests what you
27. W
there free Chair Cars? Yes, sir!
In the opinion of the post office au- that I had been In her thoughts all skin diseases use the original and genIt Instantly relieves and radically cures
27.00
Minneapolis and return
August t and 10.
week."
uine
Witch
DeWitt's
IreHazel
same
Falls
Salve.
Dulntb
at
and
all stomach troubles. Ireland's Phar- thorities, however, the present system
return
32.15
Niagara
price.
told mamma today, Freddie, that I land's
"I
St.
Louis
and
is
return
20.50
Pharmacy.
macy.
only in; its incipiency and amonrr the was sure she had
September 7 and 21
shortest and best to St. Louis.
you In a close place,
Omaha and return
10.00
plans in view for its further extension even If you did rattle
around a good
Not Lost.
Citv
Kansas
and
19.00
return
Return limit,
is one for rural free
Practical.
30. 50 J
Invalid (to sympathizing caller) My electrio cars. Some delivery of mail by deal."
October 31.
Memphis and return
P. P. HITCHCOCK,
and other
farmers
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I
lost
have
a
CURES
all
SICK
low rates pretty nearly everywhere this side of St. Louis, Memphis,
Other
dear,
said
tbo
despise
practical
joker,
General
my hair.
nearly
Pass.
.,
of
Agt.,
residents
Drpf
the northeastern part of
woman in a pinK Don not.
Literal Child I know where it Is,
Ienve-- Colo.
HEADACHE,
Chicago and St. Paul. Ask about them.
Massachusetts and the adjoining New
That Is the only kind of joking that
mamma; I saw it In your dressing-tabl- e
and
rndigestion
A
THE TRAIN TO TAKE.
constipation.
delightHampshire territory have taken steps ful
'in
drawer. Harper's Bazar.
woman
the
a
pays,
sailor
herb drink. Removes all eruptions hat. responded
CIirCAGO br'ECIAL, leaves Denver 4 p. m. Arrives Chicago 8:30 p. m.
in this matter, the idea having occurred1
of
most
the
What
skin, producing a perfect com
next day; St. Louis 6:50 p. 111. Onlv 27Ji hours Denver to Chicago. Less
people want Is something to them a few weeks ago, when
She was the wife of a
they
or money refunded. 25 cts. and humorist and was therefore professionalto
mild and gentle, when In need of a first received an electric
than 2(1 hours to St. Louis. VESTIHULED FLYER most popular.trafn
car service ttplexion,
qualified
out of Denver leaves at 10 p. m. Arrives Chicago 7:20 a. m. second day;
cts.
Chamberlain's
Stomach and i place of the stage coach which formphysic.
speak with authority on the subject.
BY THE
St. Louis 7:19 a. m. second day.
San B'ranclsco Town Talk.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
Liver Tablets flu the bill to a dot. They erly ran between Exeter and Ames-burare easy to take and pleasant In effect.
G. VV. VALLERY, Grnrral Agent, 1037 17th St., Denver.
Positive
and
Comparative
DOES IT PAT TO BUT CHEAP?
For sale by A. C. Ireland.
The free delivery of letters in cities
Old Friend How's your father this
A
for
cheap remedy
coughs and colds
was inaugurated by the post office demorning? Good?
Heredity.
Is all right, but you want something
in 1863, when the whole numLittle Boy No. He's startin' to swear
"I don't care much about the circus," partment
that will relieve and cure the more sesaid the boy. "I only go to give father ber of letter carriers in the United again, so he must be better. He's on'v vere
and dangerous results of throat
States, now 15,000, was less than 700. good when he feels real sick. Phlladei- an excuse for going."
and lung troubles. What shall you do?
This terrible falsehood illustrates the It did not increase materially until pnia .tress.
Go to a warmer and more
influence of heredity.
regular cliDetroit Journal. 1880, when the number of cities- and
"My baby was terribly Bick with the mate? Yes, If possible; if not
towns having free delivery of letters
possible
diarrhoea," says J. H.
It will surprise you to experience the had risen to 104.
of Wil for you, then In either case take the onTen years later, in liams, Oregon. "We were Doak.
benefit obtained by using the dainty
to
unable
euro
ly remedy that has been Introduced in
there were 519, and the number him with the doctor's
and famous little pills known a De- 1890,
assistance, and all civilized countries with success in
is now T45. There were bv the last, fed- - as a
resort
last
we
you can teach thel
Witt's Little Early Risers. Ireland's era! census 713
cities or towns in th Colic, Cholera and tried Chamberlain's severe throat and Ing troubles, "Bosch-ee'- s
very heart :f Mexico.
Diarrhoea
Pharmacy.
German
Remedy.
not
Syrup." It
United States having a population in I am
only heals
The Mexican Central
to say it gave immediate and stimulates the tissues to
happy
excess of 6,000, and practically all these
Answered a Useful PnrpoM.
destroy
WHOLESALE
Railway is staudaid
relief and a competent cure." Fof sale the
germ disease, but allays Inflamgauge throi ghoutand
Fair Painter You don't mind my places, and a few others besides have by A. C. Ireland.
causes easy expectoration,
offers all conven
mation,
now free delivery of letters by carriers.
and
sketching In your field?
iences cl rrcdorn rail-gives a good night's rest, and sures the
Farmer Lord, no, mlssie! You keep
One remarkable and salutary effect
Shell Not be Long; Single.
I
For
travel.
rates
way
the birds off the pears better'n a' ordi- of the extension of the rural free deliv
one
bottle.
Recommended
"Mis Jinks Is such a restful girl to patient. Try
RETAIL
and further Informanary scarecrow." London
many years by all druggists in the
ery system has been the great improve- talk to
tion
address
Is
she?"
world. For sale by Ireland's
DEALER IN
"I had a severe attack of bilious col- ment it. has brought about in country
B. J. K I HIM
"Yesj she didn't even know this was
ic, got. a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, roads. The extension of the system be- Presidential election
until I told
Coni'l Agt. El Patio, Tex
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,' took ing optional with the government, the her." Chicago Record.year
The 0. A. B. Encampment.
two doses and was entirely cured," plan has been adoptedlof favoring those
ACKER'S DYSPEPSIA
TABLETS ARE
says Rev. A. A. Power, of Emporia, regions in which the roads are best,
Chicago, Illinois, August 27, 1900.
SOLD ON A
Kan. "My neighbor across the street and as a consequence there has been a
The Burlington will have on sate Auwas sick for over a week, had two or general improvement in the condition Positive guarantee. Cures heart-burgust 23d, 24th, 25th and 26th, tickers
three bottles of medicine from the doc- of roads traversed by rural carriers, raising of the food, distress after eat- from Denver to Chicago and returr. at
This
has
been
case
the
in ing or any form of dyspepsia. One lit- S29.50 one fare for round
especially
tor. He used them for three or four
trip. Vitro
in the west, and it accounts for the ap tle tablet
gives Immediate relief. 2F. lirvll of these tickets September 30th.
days without relief, then called in another doctor, who treated him for some parent preference accorded to Ohio .its. and 60 cts.
On August 24th, 25th and 26th a rate
and Indiana, in which states the conseTTas Only Original Qeld's Curtsty they hi tne City.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
of J38 will be in effect, Denver to
days and gave him no relief, so dis- struction
t
of
roadb
haa
been
a
good
charged him. I went over to see him
and
un- for
K.
the
return,
of
P.
Batting.
the next morning. He said his bowels prerequisite to the establishment of a
till September 14th. These rat.
The Inevitable Ignoramus beamed ra- gocd
were in a terrible fix, that they had ruaai free delivery service. In one
' ill apply from all stations In ColoSanta Fe Route, by Its San
of
Indiana
the
farmers
incurred diantly through the netting In front ol rado. Be sure to
been running off so long that It was al- county
ask your agent ior
the grand stand.
Joaquin Valley Extension. The
most bloody flux. I asked him If he had an expense ofin- $2,600 to grade and iml'jkets via the Burlington.
"A player's batting average,!
a
only line with track and trains
tried Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and prove road order to obtain free de
ue rained, "shows how many suppose,'
And
bats he
under one management all the
livery.
Diarrhoea Remedy, and he said 'No.' I
The traditional policy of the post of- nas oeen on.
from Chicago to the Golden
O. A. K. National Encampment, Auway
went home and brought him my bottle fice
The Mere Man at her side contemDEALER IN
Gate.
ia constantly to exher wounderlngly, saying nothing
gust 27 to September 1, 1900.
and gave him one dose; told him to tend department
its operation, taking, irrespective plated
Mountain
volcaextinct
passes,
Detroit Jurnal
take another dose In fifteen or twenty of the volume ot revenue
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
no
noes, petrified forests, prehistorminutes If he did not find relief, but he Bteps backward, and-i- t has derived,
Koute
will
on
QUESTION
ANSWERED.
sale tickets to Chi
been found
ic ruins, Indian pueblos, Toaem-lt- e,
place
SOLD, Prop.
took no more, and was entirely cuted."
Yes, August Flower still has the larg cago and return at one standard fare
Grand Canyon of Arizora,
generally that as the expenses increase
For sale by A. C. Ireland.
for
tho
round
on
trln.
(541.05)
est
sale of any medicine In the civilized
tickets
the revenues increase correspondingly.
en route.
Established 1859.
August 23 to 20, Inclusive, good for
your mothers' and grand sale
Thus, where rural free delivery has wona.
Same high-graservice that
return passage until September 30, 1900.
Knows His Businew.
been established1, the number of let- mothers' never thought of using any For
fahas
made
Fe
the
the Santa
particulars call on any agent of the
Stubb That fellow Maroon Is a clever ters written and the number of letters thing else for indigestion or biliousness,
vorite route to Southern Caliu. s. juim, Agent,
Bows and Arrows.
oaina e ttouie.
"
artist. You know In moving his
Chlmayo Indian Blankets.
received have increased and in some uoctors were scarce, and they seldom
fornia.
Tom-toSanta Fe, N. M.
a Urge hole was punctured In the
Drums.
Taqul Indian Blankeis.
cases
to an extent sufficiently large to heard of appendicitis, nervous prostra
W. J. Bt.ack, G. P. A.,
Fast schedule; Pullman and
canvas.
War Clubs and Rattles.
3
Moqul Indian Blankeis.
Topeka, Kas.
Tourist sleepers dally; Free rePenn I suppose the' painting was make up for the additional outlay tlon or heart failure, etc. They used
Buckskin Beaded Goods.
Apache Indian Baskets.
2
caused by the delivery. A Pennsylvania August Flower to clean out the system
ruined?
clining chair cars; Harvey
Mexican Coin Jewelry.
o q jeu
Taqul Indian Baskets.
Stubb Not at all. Maroon tells peo- farmer made recently a computation ana stop fermentation of Indigested Knights of Pythias Biennial Conclave.
meals throughout.
V E o
Mexican Opals and Turquois.
Pueblo Indian Baskets.
iq
ple there is no hole there. That It is a which other farmers have approved, food, regulate the action of .the liver,
General Passenger Office
Mexican Blankets.
Acomo Pottery.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 27th to Sept. 1.. ,
realistic fox den. Chicago News.
and the post office department has stimulate the nervous and organic a&
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Mexican Feather Cards.
X
Aztec Idols and Curtus.
I
For
above
the
occasion
of
the Santa Fe
thought worthy
publication, to the tion of the system, and that Is all they
Fe Railway,
v
Mexican Cigars.
Santa Clara Pottery.
The laws of health require that the effect that, on an average, every farmer took when feeling dull and bad with Route will place on sale tickets to De
Kan.
Mexican Chocolate.
Topeka,
Navajo Indian Blank
bowels move once each day, and one of not served by rural free delivery goes headaches and other aches. Tou only troit and return at a rate of $49.60 (from
the penalties for violating this law Is at least once or twice a week to the neea a rew doses of Green's August Santa Fe) for the round trip. Tickets
Fe
New Mexico.
Piles. Keep your bowels regular by tak- nearest post office for his mail, and r lower, in liquid form, to make you gat' will be on sale August 23, 24 and 25,
a
of
return
for
isfied
occupies
good
is
there
until
dose
a
of Chamberlain's Stomach
passage
working day
Septem
ing
nothing serious the mat
and Liver Tablets when necessary, and on the trip. Putting the value of the ter witn you. For sale by Ireland's ber 14, 1900. For particulars call on any
time
thus
in
lost
the
seaof
the Santa Fe Route. '
busy farming,
agent
you will never have that severe punishPharmacy.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
ment Inflicted upon you. Price, 25 Cents. son at SO cents a headt the total loss
FOR SALE
FALL SESSION
would run up to many million dollars.
uspicion Aroused In Chicago.
For sale by A. C. Ireland.
Santa Fe, N. M.
BEGINS SEPTEMBER
It has been found generally that while
The way Boer generals nevr hnfnm
W. J. BLACK, a. P. A.. Topeka, Kan.
At. Ideal Sheep or
In the Hereafter.
,
congress is reluctant to authorize some heard of our surrendering every day
10, 1900.
Reuben Research What Is your Idea postal expenditures, the popularity of might cause a suspicion that the British
are
Goat Ranch.
tacking titles on the privates they
rural free delivery among farmers is
oi a iniure state, squire
Magistrate Utterback One that will such as to make probable a further In- capture just for effect. Chicago Record
crease in the appropriation next year.
get up a constitution to prevent a
MEXICO.
SOCORRO.
This ranch is located about 35
supreme court from Interferin'
"Through the months of June and
Roast k.
miles north of Santa Fe, and a
with the jest decisions of honest jestlces
our
was
baby
teething, and took a
Her Mother Don't you find Jack July
few miles east of the Denver ft
oi tne peace.
REGULAR DEGREE COURSES OF STUDY :
running off of the bowels and sickness
Rio Grande railroad. It is in all
Wheeler rather rough, Priscilla?
of the stomach," says O. P. M. Holl'day,
You will never find any other pills so - Priscilla
respects equal to the famous PeYea, mamma. And yet he or
I.
and Metallurav
cos forest reserve. A. creek of
Demlng, ind. "His bowels would
prompt and so pleasant as DeWitt's
he shaves every day. Harlem Life.
move from nve to eight times a day. I
Little Early Risers. Ireland's Phar- says
mountain
runs
water
pure
II.
through
Mining
Engineering.
had a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
it and the water never fails. The
macy. .;.
you
Digests
III. Civil Engineering.
land is covered with the finest
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy In the
Shows the state of your feelings and
Itnrtiflolallv dlffeata the food and aids
grasses and other forage plants
Bummer Xenmlon. .
house,' and gave him four drops In a Nature
In strenffthenlnsr and racon
' suitable for sheep, and
the state of row health as well. Imespecially
of water, and he got better
Miss Glbby I think Sadie Gooph It
teaipoonful
Special courses are offered in ASSAYING, CHEMISTRY and SURVEYINQ.
for goats. It has plenty of shelt- pure blood makes Itself apparent In a at once." Sold
structlng the exhausted digestive orucn an unconventional gin.
by A. C. Ireland.
is
er
trie
latest
discovered
and
gaos.
contains
much
timber
aigestit
and
sallow
A
PREPARATORY COURSE is maintained for the benefit of those who have
pale
complexion, Pimples
Miss Wunder In what way?
aat ana ionic, ao otner preparation
which affords shade. The title
not had the necessary advantages before coming to the School of Mines.
Miss Glbby Why, she Is engaged to and Skin Eruptions. If you are feeling Cheap Summer Sates Via. S. ft B. O can
to the property ia perfect. The
in
approacu it in efficiency,
three of the same men she landed last weak and worn out and do not have a The following rates are authorised for stantly
relieved and permanently cures
TUITION. $5.00 for the Preparatory Course j $10.00 for the Technical Course.
acreage is about 10,000 acres, but
summer. Baltimore American.
healthy appearance, you should try the season of 1900: Santa Fe to Denver Dyspepsia, . Indigestion, Heartburn,
the range that is controlled by the
Acker's Blood Elixir. It cures alt blood and return, $28.50; to Colorado
Flatulence.1
Nausea.
Sour
Stomach.
water
thereon
is
Springs,
very great. For
Mothers Indorse It, children like It, diseases where cheap
THERE IS A GREAT DEMAND AT GOOD SALARIES FOR
further information apply to Max.
Sarsaparlllas and $23.86; to Pueblo, $20.05. Tickets limited Sick Headache,GastraIgla,Crampa and
old folks use It. We refer to One MinYOUNG
MEN WITH A TECHNICAL KN0WLEDE OF MINING.
purifiers fall; knowing this, to continuous passage In each direction. all other resulUof imperfect digestion.
Frost, Santa Fe, N. M.
ute Cough Cure. It will quickly oure all we sell every bottle on a positive guar-- 1 Final limit for
Price toe. and II. Large site contains IM times
November
return,
II
I
For particulars address
small Use. Book all about dyspepsia mailed free
throat and hint troubles. Ireland's aniee.
i
1900.
T. J. HELM,
par by E.C DeWITT CO. Chicago.
Vor sal at Fischer's rug store.
Pharmacy.
F. A. JONES, Director.
General Ageal
ireianers rnannacy.
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The Maxwell Land Grant Co,,

one-ce-
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WABASH

lift

WAY
TO

East Bound Excursion Rates
for August and September:

IS

g.

VIA

THE

WABASH.

,

MEXICAN
CENTRAL

LEO

RAILWAY

HSCM t t t
FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

1

Tit-Bit- s.

SALT and SEEDS.

Only ExciusiveGram House in Ciiy.

n,

1

New
Railroad to

San Francisco!

Gold's General Store,

inn id

HI

mexican Curios.

"Fox-Hunt-

m

2

a

Santa

one-thir-

9

THE NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES.
NEW

Dyspopsia Cure

YOUR FACE

what

eat.

a

Chemistry

H. B. CARTWRIGHT & BRO.

WJaman'o

"IT'S

BAKERY.

Why trifle with health

when

surest help Is the best

SOUTH SIDE

known medlolne In the

world?

OF PLAZA.

Lydi7EPlnkham'$ VcgetaMeompouni

USE

FRESH FRUIT

SILK SOAP
Best Laundry Soap on
the Market,
"018

LEADER." JAVA

W

Is known everywhere and
thousands of women have
been cured ofserious kid'
IU
CAROFCHOICE TEXAS ney derangements by
Mrs. Plnkham's moth'
WATERMELONS
ods have the endorse'
ment of the mayor, the
Sweet Potatos, Cantapostmaster and others of
loupes, Tomatoes, Etc.
own city.
her
Express.
always freshby
Her medicine has the
. THREE POUND GHNS, $1.00. endorsement of an un
numbered multitude of

grateful women whose

Iocky Ford Butter, I(ay, Grain, Feed,
Selected

letters are constantly
In this paper.
printed
woman should read

Flour, Potatoes, Every
these letters.

Fresh Eggs,

PROVISIONS.

Iced Poultry.
"OliyWH," JDVfl HP

AND

lilOCHfl BLEND, ID

Mrs. Pinkham advises
women free of
suffering Her
address Is
charge.
Estray Notice.
I hereby give due notice

that

a

light

sorrel horse about 10 or 13 years old
and about 10 or 17 hands high Is now In
my possession branded on left shoulder
1!
right ear split. The same will be
turned over to his owner on Indentitl
cation and paying damages and costs of
publication.
,1

tarSole

Agent for Silver King Whisky,

THE OXFORD CLUB.

Josh Mahtinkz

well.

the

All

Bon-To-

Hy

at

n.

Engraved cards de vlslte can be
promptly and cheaply procured In the
very latest and most elegant styles at

POOL AND BILLIARD TABLES.

Alfalfa Pasture.
Good pasturage, plenty of pure water
at 82 per head per month; apply to Santa

New Mexico.

-

meal In th

The best

LIQUORS AJJD CIGARS.

Santa Fe

Padii.i.a.

Watch your table if you want to live
For choice, wholesome Kansas
City fresh meats, try A. Walker Co.

J. E. LACOME, Proprietor.

WipS.

v

Santa Fe. N. M.,

V

w

I

ill..

I

iv.

uii;

11

1

Fruit-Growe-

rs

A VISIT

OF OFFICIALS.

They Will Inspect Their Properties in the
Oochiti District.

The chief officials of the Cochltl Gold
Mining Company are expected to reach
The
Bland tomorrow from Boston.
party Includes A. J. Coram, president,
William E. Weiller, managing director,
William Bailey, director and O. P. Po
The latter two
sey, general manager.
have just returned from a five months'
trip to London and Paris, where they
went in connection with the Albemarle- Star group of mines and other extensive
holdings of the company in Utah. This
is their regular annual visit to the district, the object- of which' Is to make
a thorough examination of the com
pany's properties In Colla and Pine
canons, besides outlining other business
to be caried on in the next few months.
.

A

RELIEF CORPS OF THE G. A. R.

It Was Instituted

and Officers Installed by
J. Butler.
A ladies' relief corps was Instituted
yesterday In Santa Fe, to be known as
Carleton Relief Corps No. 3, of New
Mexico, with 30 charter members,
Mary 8. MeFie, Fannie S. White-maMarion C. Ilobart, Katharine Mc.
K. Irvine, Theresa P. Newhall, Jennie
I., Davis, Mary E. lierger, Ellen May
Annie J.
Berger, Dora C. Fletcher,
Eleanor Warning, Belle M.
.Jones,
Forsha, E. E. B'oote, Mary A. Bishop,
Eveline H. Crichton, Ella C. Weltmer,
Emetine Daltnn, Edna E. Berger, Maude
E. McFle, Sose McBride,
There are many more in the town that
are eligible lo membership who will
probably join later.
Officers were elected and installed to
office in their respective chairs as follows: President, Mrs. Mary S. McFie;
senior vice president, Fannie 8. White-man- ;
junior vice president, Eveline H.
Crichton; chaplain, Mary E. Berger;
secretary, Eleanor Warning; treasurer,
Theresa P. Newhall; conductor, Mary
A. Bishop; guard, Edna E. Betger.
An assistant conductor, an assistant
guard and four color bearers are to be
supplied. The corps was instituted and
the officers installed by Mrs. Mattie J.
Butler, national aid, of Albuquerque.
t:

Attenti on, Debtors of Cbas. Wagner
CAMPBELL BROTHERS' SHOWS.
All accounts due the Charles Wagner
Furniture company may be paid to D. S k Street Parade Tomorrow Horning and a
Lowitzki, at his furniture store on San
Good Performance Promised..
funeral calls will be promptly answered, day or night, from Fisher's barn. Francisco street, who is authorized and
Campbell Bros, show Is booked for
empowered to give receipts for the same
Santa Fe tomorrow. It is the only show
for me..
Chaki.es Waonkr.
that has come or will come to Santa Fe
this year and as it Is lirst class in every
listiay.
respect nearly everybody In and about

S. B. Warner

& Co.'

Two bay mules, horse and mare, both the city will go to see It. A street
shod all around.
Same are held at parade will be given In the morning al
Pojoaque. for charges.
Inquire at 10 o'clock. The performers of the
show are artiste in their line and the
Boquet ranch, Pojoaque, N M.

Embalmer and Funeral Director.

HENRY KRICK,

The only houe In the clly that carries everything In the
household line. Sold on cany payments.

JABPETS

Large stock of Tinware,
Queenswase ana

Ulassware

.AJSTD IRtTd-S-.

m mwa.

the Studebaker Wagons.
Agent for
All sizes of
carried in stock.
wagons

Santa Fe, N.

Lower Frisco St.

M

Reopened under

the management of
WILLIAM VAUGHN.
This popular hostelrie is to be renovated,
improved and return! lied at once. Better

service than ever before guaranteed the
public. New Baths. New Furniture.

HBW HEBBY FOB BUS1MESS

li

Capitol

PHONE

Sin

class.
Everything new and first
employed-Satisfactioworkmen
Experienced
guaranteed.

n

CHAS. E. BEINERT, Mgr.
Keep your cash in your home town and patronize home industry.

Charles

V.

Dudrow,

COAL, LUMBER FEED,
AND GENERAL TRANSFER.
AH

kinds of rough and finished lumber; Texas floor
at lowest nurket prtee; windows and doors

Ino

Bon-To-

n.

.

promptly tilled.

Santa I e

IIHflalllC SI.

Fe railroad was three hours late this

Adjusting Fire Losses.
J. D. Sena, clerk of the supreme court,
Five adjusters representing the numer
home-las- t
evening
ous companies Interested In the $33,000 and wife, returned
from Ojo Callcnte.
insurance on the Santa Fe Mercantile
D. T. Ervlne and wife, prominent
company's stock are today taking stock
of the dry goods and notions saved from railroad people from Kansas City, are
A settle sight seeing about town under the
the wrecked Urtlz building.

ment was had today with Max. Knodt guidance of Mrs. George W. Illekox.
Mrs. Jose A. Baca and her son, Miguel
on bis meat market loss. The Ramona
school losses, it Is said, will be taken up Baca, of upper Las Vegas, are the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Read In
lor adjustment tomorrow.
Santa Fe for a few weeks. Mrs Baca
Mfg. Co.
is the mother of Mrs. F. A.
U. S. Weather Bureau Notes.
Local
Forecast for New Mexico:
George Hill came down from Chama
tains in northern, fair in south Dortlon
last night. His mother is rapidly re
tonight; Wednesday fair.
Yesterday the thermometer registered covering irom tne operation periormed
as toiiows: Maximum temperature, 81 at the D. & R. U. hospital! Salida.
where a large wen was taken from her
degrees, at 2:so p. m.; minimum, 5S de- side.
SILVER FILIGREE.
grees, at 4:00 a. in. The mean tempera
C. P. James and J. N. Wallace.
ture for the 34 hours was 70 degrees,
mean daily humidity, 43 per cent; pre brace of Bland's most active citizens,
clpitation,0.14of an Inch. Temperature are in the city on a business trip. They
iook tor nveiy nines in tne uoiaen coat u:oo a. in. today, 57.
IN. MOINDRAGON,
chltl camp this fall and winter.
Mgr.
Geo. W. Kephart, manager of the cor
Palace Ave., Griffin Bldg., near Plaza
poration store at Albemarle for the
Cochltl Gold Mining company, drjve In
irom uiana last evening with his family
and left over the D. & R. G. for Denver
this forenoon. Mrs. Kephart and the
boys have spent two months at the
mines and now return to their Denver
WELTMER.
home for the winter.
Mr. Kephart
says mat Diisiness generally has picked
up wonderfully of late in the Cochltl
BOOKS
district and he looks for a busy fall and
winter season.
W. J. Slaughter, Agent.
Solicitor General E. L. Bartlett left
Orders taken at Slaughter's barber
PERIODICALS,
this evening for Uklah, Cal., on a
shop, south side of plaza.
SCHOOL BOOKS,
Basket leaves at 7 a. in. on Wednes- short visit to Mrs. Bartlett, who Is at
days and roturn's on Friday night; laun- St. Joseph's sanitarium at that place
SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
dry ready for delivery Saturday morning. for the benefit of her health.
STATIONERY SUNDRIES, ETC. No extra freight or delivery charges.
Meclovla Archuleta and family, of
The Las Vegas Steam laundry makes
Largo, San Juan county, who have been
Books not la stock ordered at atari in
or
line
specialty
laundry work,
prices, and rakMrifttoM rsosftrs fW and its work
first class In all particu- In Union county on a visit, passed
through the city yesterday en route
lars
PHONE 107
home.
F. H. Rhodes, of Denver, and O. R.
Smallwood, of Dallas, Texas, Insurance
adjusters, arrived in the city last night.
THE
George Herbert, the sage of Pecoe- town, who once sat in a game of monte
Sterling Silver Souvenir Spout.
and won $16,000 In one night, is In town
today from his Pecos valley ranch.
Alderman J. W. Akers has gone to
the Hot Sulphur Springs for a season at
MANUFACTURER OF
the baths. Quite a colony of Santa
Feane are in camp there at present.
Prof. H. A, Owen took the train south
this afternoon for Silver City, when he
EST LOCATED MOTH III CITY.
expects to make his future home teach
ing In the New Mexico Normal School.
His work will be in the department of
AI1 kinds of jewelry made to order and
RATES ky the Week
SPECIAL
biology and physiography.
a
atone
Fine
setting apse
repaired.
Month fat Table Board, wttk at witkov
and
machines
laity. Singer sewing
supplies.
41.05 Chicago & Ret. August 23, 24,
SANTA Fit, N. M.
TKISCOST.
SOUTHEAST CC3. PLAZA
25, 26, Santa Fe Route.

Santa Fe Filigree

BnCOID

ICfiraTiiillK
And every Distressing Irritation
of the Skin and Scalp Instantly
Relieved by a Bath with

CUTICURA SOAP
And a single anointing with CUTICURA, the
great skin cure and purest of emollients. This
Is the purest, sweetest, most speedy, permanent,
and economical treatment for torturing, disfiguring, itching, burning, bleeding, scaly, crusted,

and pimply skin and scalp humors with loss of
hair, and has received the endorsement of physicians, chemists, and nurses throughout the world.

Hons of Women

Use Ccticura Soap Exclusively forpreserving, purifying, and beautifying the skin,
for cleansing the scalp of crusts, scales, and dandruff, and the stopping of fallin
hair, for softening, whitening, and soothing red, rough, and sore hands, in the form
cif baths for annoying irritations, inflammations, and chafings, or too free or offensive
for many sanative
perspiration, in the form of washes for ulcerative weaknesses, and
antiseptic purposes which readily suggest themselves to women, and especially
No amount of
mothers, and for all the purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery.
use any other, especially for
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who
those
have
induce
can
persuasion
and children. Con-cupreserving and purifying the skin, scalp, and hair of infants
from Cuticuha, the
derived
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properties
Soap
most refreshing of
great skin cure, with the purest of cleansing ingredients and the
flower odors. No other medicated soap ever compounded is to be compared with
it for preserving,, purifying, and beautifying the skin, scalp, behair, and hands.
compared with
No other foreign or domestio toifet soap, however expensive, is to
It for all the purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery. Thus it combines in Onsj
Soap at One Prick, viz., Twentmtye Cents, the best skin and complexion
soap, the best toilet and best baby soap in the world.
Internal 'Treatment for
CUTICURA. THE SET. SI.25. Complete External andskin
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to cleanse the
Every Humor, consisting of Coticuka Boat (26c.),
to
(B0c.),
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Jewelry

PERFECT

LAUNDRY
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Jewelry.
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$1.50
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J.T. FORSHA.Proprietor.
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Groceries. Flour. Hay. Grain ana LumDer.
Country

Proice.

Eggs, cnicKens. Etc.

Imported Maccaroni, Olive Oil. Italian Salame.

Cor, Water and Bridge Streets.
Quick Delivery Guaranteed.

WORK

EMIGE

NO. FORTY.

tar Orders received by telephone.
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&
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A. M. Dettelbach today commenced
posting the new streetaud' avenue signs.
At the Exchange: Win. Noll 's, Pueblo; Jacob Klasner, Del Norte, Colo.,
J. N. Wallace, C. P. Jones, Bland,
S. B. Warner &. Co. today commenced
moving their furniture store and undertaking establishment to their new store
In the Catron block.
Thirty men left here via the D. &. R. G.
this morning to go to work for Ormon &
Crook on the Texas Creek construction
force. Frank Romero was designated
to seek others for the same labor to the
extent of 300 men.
W. H. Goebel and family, who have
been quartered with Mrs. Donizetta
Woods since the burning of their home
on Saturday, today took up Ihelr abode
In four large rooms in the Catron block
over the Goebel store,
The Campbell Bros, circus Is uxliibit-- I
Ing in Las Vegas today and is booked
to arrive here early tomorrow morning.
It travels in a special train of ten cars.
The temporary city of tents will be
pitched on the vacant lots east of the
Santa Fe depot.
Fruit growers, gardeners and Belgian
hare breeders should begin now in preparing their choicest products for the
Horticultural fair which will take
place at Santa Fe, Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, September 3d, 27 and 38.
An electric storm broke over the city
and valley about 8 o'clock last night
and it rained for an hour, much to the
satisfaction of everybody. The storm
was neaviest down the valley, south
and west of the city, and wil prove of
immense vaiue to mo tru't and corn
crop.
Captain W. E. Grillin and family did
not return from the Hot Sulphur springs
with Mr. Sparks and family, but are
expected home tomorrow, having been
sent word respecting the condition of
John H Walker, Mrs. Griflin's brother.
The message was taken out by Hank
Fisher and William Hurley, who have
gone to the sulphurs for a ten days'
visit.
Ellis Brownlee left on horse back this
morning for his home near Springerville,
Ariz.
He has been hero two weeks with
a bunch of horses and sold them all at
good figures. Sixteen head were sold to
in northern- - Santa Fe
the farmers
county on Saturday, most of them being
taken by residents of Pojoaque and
unuuayo.
Thomas Bartlett and Al Stewart were
In town from Glorieta at noon. Mr.
Stewart's motherless babe, five months
old, died last night at Mrs. Cochran's
house at Glorieta, and they were in to
procure a casket In which the tiny form
will be burled tomorrow morning.
At the Palace: N; F. Hill, St. Louis;
L. B. Spiekerman, Kansas City; C. E.
Moor, Denver; Sam Dawson, Las Vegas; G. R. Small wood, Dallas, Texas;
J. Law, Antonito; E. S. Waddles, St.
Joseph; Mrs. K. W. Hudson, Cambridge, Mass.; Miss Bertha Bright,
Waltham, Mass.; H. H. Cofflin, Denver.
Under the law which requires that
two per cent of the premiums paid on
fire Insurance shall go to the support
of the volunteer fire company in the
community where the business ovlgi
nates, Wuenschmann & Co. have paid
$216.11, the amount due by their agency
into the hands of William Bolarder,
treasurer of the Santa Fe board of fire
commissioners.
At the Bon Ton: John Burke, Frank
Lane, El Paso; Geo. B. Hue, Alamosa
H. D. Brooks, Rushville, Ind.; Juan Ortiz, Antonio Baca, Gallsteo.

specialties that are carried are wonder
G. A. R., Chicago $41.05 round trip,
ful in everv sense of the word. A line
array of trained horses and other trained santa r e Koute.
animals as well as a menagerie are
If you want good meals go to tne
features of the show.
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Death of An Old Soldier.
SOLK A8KNT FOR
Manuel Otero y Sedlllo, a resident of
PERSONAL MENTION.
Valencia county, near Progreso, Col
J. Frank Chaves' home ranch, died
Harryman, of Louisville, Ky., Is
there a few days ago of old age. He a
visitor in me city.
was 67 years of age, and served gal
C. W.
of Las Vegas, arrived
lantly during the war of the rebellion rrom the Allen,
north last evening.
in Col. Chaves' regiment for three years
Grant Travers left this morning cn a
He was a pensioner. The old man was
to friends in Kansas City.
Thntradegunplled
In the visit
Al l. KIXIIS OP
from one bottle to n greatly liked and respected
The train from the west on the Santa
MINKItAI, WAT K oarload. Mull ordor, neighborhood of his residence.

THE

PALACE HOTEL

Kroouis and scrubbing brushes at

tising Their Fiuit Farms.
K. W. Taasill left Carlsbad yesterday
for Colorado Springs to attend the National farmers' congress which convenes in annual session today.
Mr.
Tansill has been appointed by Governor
Otero as a delegate from New Mexico.
He will take with him a hundred or
more boxes of fine Carlsbad peaches for
distribution among the members there,
as an advertisement for the Pecos valley, and each peach will be wrapped
in a cover upon which Is printed the
following advertisement: "It's a Peach.
The
of Carlsbad, Pecos
Valley, N. M., present their compliments to the Farmers' National Congress, Colorado Springs, Colo., 1900."

Miss Mattie

PER LB., 25 CIS.
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Departments:
I. The Normal School A professional training school for teachers.
school for general education.
II. The Academic School A
graduates.
III. The Graduate School For normal school or college
IV. The Manual Training School For training in educational hand and
high-gra-

tool work.

Auxiliary to the normal school; for children of all
grades.
Made up of men and women who have been trained in the greatest trainFacultyschools
and universities of America and Europe.
ing
laboratories, library and museum. Un
Facilities Excellent building;
surpassed advantages for held researcn. atanaaras oi worx equalin io me nigncsi
art, elocution
in the fast or west in corresponding lines. Special advantages
..
and oratorv. nhvsical culture, athletics and Snanish.
the pleasantest school
Location The "Meadow City" at base of the
town in the Rocky mountain region for study all the year round, aaeai cumare,
beautiful surroundinc. mountain water.
Fee Total fees in all departments above model schools, $5.00 per term of three
months. Model school fees, l.OOa month. Kindergarten, 9.00 a month.
Terms Fall quarter opens October i. Winter quarter opens January I. Spring
v ,'
quarter opens April I. Model schools open September 3.
1
"Catalogue sent on request. .

V.

The Model School
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Las Vegas, N.

EDGAR L. HEWETT,
JH.

Pres't.

